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Das Verb
Exercises / Übungen
1. Form 8 of Sutton Grammar School are going to have a party tomorrow, but they
haven´t prepared anything yet. Write down what they are going to do. Use “going to”Future.
Die Klasse 8 der Sutton Grammar School hat morgen eine Party, aber sie haben
noch nichts
vorbereitet. Schreibe auf, was sie alles machen werden. Benutze das
„Going to“ –Futur!
Beispiel: The party / to start / at 7 p. m.
The party is going to start at 7 p. m.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The girls / to serve tea and biscuits / first
Tom / to make a short speech / at 7.15 p.m.
He / to welcome / the guests of the German exchange programme
He / to give / a book about Sutton as a present to the speaker of the German
class
At 7.30 p. m. / the disco / to start
The dancing club / to perform / new American dances
Then / the most of the students / to dance
At 9 p. m. / there / to be a break
They / to show a film / about school life in England to inform their German
guests.
Afterwards / they / to answer questions asked by the German students.

2. Use the correct Future form.
Benutze die richtige Futurform!
1.
There are a lot of clouds. It (to rain) soon.
2.
The train to London (to leave) at 5 p. m.
3.
Next Saturday the band “The Black Spiders” (to be) on stage.
4.
What (to happen) if the party wins the election?
5.
This time next week we (to lie) on the beach in Rimini.
6.
Our best player is ill. Our team (to lose) the match next Friday.
7.
If I meet him, I (to tell) him.
8.
We have just decided that we (to go) to Spain for Christmas.
9.
He has never worked in his life, so he (not/to get) any pension now.
10. Judy (to have a party). She has already invited all her friends.
11. We
don´t have to discuss this problem now because I (to see) you tomorrow
afternoon.
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Linda (to be) late today. There has been such heavy traffic in the M 25.
I have to hurry because my plane (to leave) in 1 hour.
(you/to visit) us tomorrow?
In 10 years from now we (probably/to be) rich.

Solutions to Exercises and Tests
Lösungen zu Übungen und Tests
1.

1. are going to serve;
2. is going to make;
3. is going to welcome;
4. is going to give;
5. is going to start;
6. is going to perform;
7. are going to dance;
8. is going to be;
9. are going to show;
10. are going to answer.

2.

1. It´s going to rain;
2. leaves;
3. will be (are);
4. will happen;
5. will be lying;
6. is going to lose;
7. will tell;
8. will go;
9. is going to get (won´t get)
10. is having;
11. will be seeing;
12. is going to be;
13. leaves;
14. Will you visit;
15. will probably be;

